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A Multiple Input Floating Gate based ALU with a Feedback 

Loop for Digital Calibration 

Zhou Zhao, Ashok Srivastava, Lu Peng, and Saraju P. Mohanty 

 

Abstract — We present the design of a 32-bit ALU using multiple input floating gate MOSFETs. 

Using the reconfigurable surface potential applied on the device, Boolean logic operations such as 

addition, subtraction and sequence comparison can be performed in the feedforward path. We have 

built a feedback loop to guide the ALU to implement the error detection. Using TSMC 180nm CMOS 

technology, the post layout simulation shows that the power dissipation of the proposed ALU varies 

from 0.0394W to 0.207W when the frequency varies from 0.5GHz to 2GHz. The computation delay in 

this design is less than 10ns under 10fF load. Compared to the same ALU built in static logic, the 

proposed one using multiple input floating gate logic has the advantages of energy saving and large 

tolerance in fan-out. Besides, introduced feedback loop does not bring large overhead to the ALU. 

 

 

Keywords — Multiple input floating gate (MIFG) MOSFET, neuron-like cell, arithmetic logic unit 

(ALU), error detection   
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Arithmetic logic unit (ALU) is one of the important blocks in present computer systems [1, 2]. Especially in graphics 

processing unit (GPU), products are embedded over 10 ALUs in order to strengthen computing ability [3, 4].  How to 

address the trade-off between several metrics such as power dissipation, computing latency, maximum fan-out and error 

ratio needs to be studied. Based on this, ALU is designed also in SOI (silicon on insulator) process to effectively mitigate 

static power dissipation [5]. Furthermore, the application of dual-voltage has been reported to allow some noncritical 

blocks or paths to operate under lower power at the cost of computation speed [6]. Back gate forward biasing method has 

been used in ALU design [7, 8], which increases the speed by reducing transistors’ threshold voltage. The method of bit-

partition is used for reducing the pipeline stages to speed up the entire computing. To suppress the possible occurrence of 

error during operation, adaptive clock has been utilized to avoid setup and hold violations [9]. Besides, the ALU design 

using signal latency in internal computing flow as the detective signal for error calibration has also been proposed [10]. 

Several factors such as setup and hold violations, imperfect logic transfer and possibly asynchronous signal flow during 

frequency adjustment, are likely to introduce computing error in a digital block. Thus, the digital calibration techniques 

are proposed to suppress the possible error. The first mainstream method is proposed in the work of Whatmough et al. [11] 

in which several checkpoints are set in critical paths to recalculate the result and compare with the main paths. If an error 

is detected, additional clock cycles are required to wait for both logic reset and newly correct result evaluated. Due to only 

critical paths which embeds the checkpoints, other error occurred in other logic chains cannot be calibrated. Another 

method is based on adaptive clocking as described by Chae and Mukhopadhyay [12, 13]. This method uses the 

information of delay during logic switch to predict the potential error according to the scheduled switching timing. Once 

unwanted switching is detected, the clock gating will power down the corresponding path and wait for the recycled 

computing with the scaling of the global frequency. Similar to the method described in [11], the adaptive clock is also 

generally set in critical paths and so it cannot cover all possible errors in a digital block.  

The transistor with multiple input floating gate (MIFG) is proposed to make logic gates much more programmable than 

the single gate input transistors [14-16]. Using the property of the MIFG transistors, the designs of neuron-like cells have 

been reported [17-21], in which the state of a transistor is decided by the multiple inputs so that the diversity in design can 

be improved significantly and the single block with multiple applications can be achieved. 

In this work, we propose a novel ALU using MIFG logic. The proposed ALU has both feedforward path and feedback 
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loop. In the 

feedforward path, we use MIFG logic to build neuron-like cells to execute multi-function tasks. In the feedback loop, a 

low cost block used for the error detection is designed, which assists the calibration block in the feedforward path to avoid 

any unwanted error. 

The main contributions of this work are: 

i. Using MIFG MOSFETs, we have designed several neuron-like cells to behave like elementary logic. Some cells can 

be shared to different operations. 

ii. In the design of the proposed ALU, we have introduced how the feedforward path and feedback loop work together 

to achieve calibration. 

iii. The post-layout simulations using TSMC 180nm CMOS show that the power dissipation of the proposed ALU is 

less than that of the same ALU built by the static logic and our design has a strong driven ability. Introduced feedback 

loop does not bring large overhead to the normal feedforward path operating all functions. 

Section 2 proposes a series of neuron-like cells used as logic gates. Section 3 describes the detailed circuit design of a 

32-bit ALU. The post-layout simulation results are shown and discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 is the conclusion 

of this work. 

2 NEURAL-LIKE CELLS USING MIFG MOSFETS 

Figure 1.a shows the device symbol of a MIFG MOSFET, which is also called as the neuron MOSFET. Figure 1.b shows 

the equivalent circuit model. The MIFG MOSFET has two gate layers [22]. The bottom one is the floating gate, which is 

over the transistor channel, and directly controls the conduction of carriers in the channel. The top gate layer is the input 

gate over the oxide. To obtain multiple inputs, the top layer is deposited as individual gates during fabrication so that each 

of them can serve as an input port of the device. The oxide layer isolating a floating gate and several input gates can be 

seen as an array of coupling capacitors to control the surface potential of the channel. For a single MIFG MOSFET, its 

                                         a)                                                                 b)  
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Figure 1. MIFG MOSFET: a) Device symbol. b) Equivalent circuit model. 
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surface potential, Φf, can be expressed as follows [23]: 
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where V1, V2, …Vn are the input voltages through each top gate. C1, C2, …Cn represent input coupling capacitors 

contributed by the oxide layer, which isolates the floating gate and each input gate. Cox is the coupling capacitor between 

the floating gate and the device substrate. Cp is the parasitic capacitor existing between the floating gate and the substrate. 

Setting the input coupling capacitors as large value and the dimension of transistors as small value, we can supress the 

non-linearity contributed by Cp and Cox, respectively. 

For a binary decision neuron (BDN), its output can be expressed as follows: 

1

n

i i

i

Y f W X S


 
  

 
   (2) 

where Xi is input signal and is weighted by Wi. S is the threshold value of BDN. f(x) is the activation function, which 

outputs the final result. If we map Wi and Xi in Equation (2) to Ci/Ctotal and Vi in Equation (1), respectively, and S in 

Equation (2) to the threshold voltage in a MIFG MOSFET or a transfer point in a logic transfer curve, logic gates with 

floating gate MOSFETs can be built similar to a spike neuron in which the result is evaluated by multiple inputs. 

For each operation, normal ALUs have independent blocks.  In this work, we share the same neuron-like cell using 

MIFG logic to group some specific operations for saving the area.  

For both the inverter and buffer, we use the same cell as shown in Figure 2.a. The first stage is an inverter realized from 

two floating gates and the second one is the normal static inverter. If we ignore both Cox and Cp, and extend the analysis of 

Equation (1), the surface potential in the first stage of Figure 2.a can be expressed as follows: 

_ _ _

_

_

in in via th via th via thin
f in via th

in via th total total
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 (3) 

where Vvia_th is the variable and controlled by the instruction code of the proposed ALU, and Ctotal is the sum of Cin and 

Cvia_th. If Cin is equal to Cvia_th, the output after the first stage can be described as follows: 

_

1 1

2 2
out INV in via th thV f V V V

 
   

 
 (4) 

where fINV(x) is the inverter transfer function and Vth is the threshold voltage of the inverter. Through the adjustment of 
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Vvia_th, we can vary the threshold voltage of the inverter if Vin is seen as the only input. Since discharging is always faster 

than the charging, to ensure signal integrity, Vvia_th is set to 0V thus connecting to the ground. Compared to the MIFG 

inverter with the adjustable threshold voltage reported in [24], the advantage of our design is that it has less capacitors 

involved to save area and the variable to adjust the threshold voltage is another input signal but not the ratio of two 

capacitors. Then after the second stage, the buffer’s output can be obtained.  Thus, the proposed two-stage cell performs 

the functions of both inverter and buffer. 

We map the design principle of both inverter and buffer for the design of a two-input gate performing NAND and NOR 

using MIFG logic where two data inputs plus a variable input are applied in the first stage. If three coupling capacitors are 

the same, the output after the first stage can be expressed as: 

_

1 1 1

3 3 3
out INV a b via th thV f V V V V

 
    

 
 (5) 

where Va and Vb are two inputs. If Vvia_th is connected to the ground, Equation (5) can be expressed as follows: 

1 1

3 3
out INV a b thV f V V V

 
   

 
 (6) 

According to above equation, when both inputs are high, the output will be low. Otherwise, the surface potential does 

not exceed the threshold voltage so that the output stays in high, which matches the NAND operation. 

If Vvia_th is connected to supply voltage, Equation (5) can be expressed as follows: 

1 1 1

3 3 3
out INV a b dd thV f V V V V

 
    

 
  (7) 

In this case, only when both inputs are low, the output will be high. Otherwise, the output is always low, which is NOR 

operation. Thus, as shown in Figure 2.b, we propose a two-stage circuit using MIFG logic to implement the following four 

Boolean logic functions: NAND, AND, NOR, and OR. 

For XNOR and XOR, it is obvious that the floating gate potential diagrams (FPDs) of both XNOR and XOR are not 

monotonically increasing functions [21]. Therefore, we cannot use an additional input to adjust the surface potential to 

program the desired function. One solution is to use a cascade structure with NAND, NOR and inverter gates to obtain 

both XNOR and XOR at the cost of delay and area. We propose a pass transistor based multiple input floating gate (PT-

MIFG) logic to achieve XOR and XNOR as shown in Figure 2.c. The first stage is in complementary topology, which uses 
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four transistors with eight same coupling capacitors to execute XOR. The main principle of this circuit is that four pass 

transistors with MIFGs reflect four input cases to obtain the desired output of an XOR gate. For an n-type pass transistor 

with MIFGs, only if two inputs are high, the transistor will be switched-on. Likewise, only if two inputs of a p-type pass 

transistor with MIFGs are low, the transistor will be switched-on. XNOR is also obtained by connecting to a static inverter. 

For addition and subtraction, the full adder using MIFG MOSFETs includes two circuit blocks to output sum bit and 

carry-out bit as shown in Figure 2.d. The full adder has three inputs, which are two adding bits and a carry-in bit. For the 

block outputting the carry-out bit, it can be concluded that when more than one inputs are high, the output will be high. 

Thus, we can use three-input MIFG inverter to implement this function.  For the design of sum block, it is the XOR 

function with all three inputs. We combine PT-MIFG logic and traditional pass transistor logic together to achieve the 

function. The circuit has four branches representing eight input cases. For a single branch, it includes a pair of paralleled 

MIFG MOSFETs and a CMOS transistor corresponding to two input cases, each input case can be enabled to output the 

                                        a)                                                      b)                                                c) 
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Figure 2. Circuit diagram of the proposed MIFG logic gates: a) INV and BUF. b) NAND, AND, 

NOR and OR. c) XOR and XNOR. d) Full adder including carry-out and sum blocks. 
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sum bit corresponding to the unique input case. 

Above designs are regarding eight standard Boolean operations and two arithmetic functions. We will introduce 32-bit 

sequence comparison, single-stage multiplexer (MUX) and digital calibration to the following ALU design. For digital 

comparison, its function is to judge if two 32-bit sequence is the same. We use sequence partitioning to first compare each 

4-bit sequence. The 4-bit digital comparator is shown in Figure 3. An XNOR gate compares two 4-bit signals from two 

vectors. The outputs of XNOR array are connected to a 4-input AND gate using MIFG logic. To obtain a correct output, 

Single 

comparison cell 

MIFG

MIFG

MIFG

Vdd

Vgnd

MIFG

MIFG

MIFG

MIFG

Single 

comparison cell 

Single 

comparison cell 

Single 

comparison cell 

Single 

comparison cell 

Single 

comparison cell 

Single 

comparison cell 

Single 

comparison cell  
Figure 3.  Proposed circuit block used for 32-bit sequence comparison. 

Non-calibrated 

data

Calibrated 

data
Final 

output

Vdd

Vgnd  
Figure 4.  Proposed circuit block of digital calibration. 

 
Figure 5.  PT-MIFG logic based TG with four coupling capacitors per transistor to decode 4-bit 

instruction set. 
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the ratio of five coupling capacitance in the 4-input AND gate of Figure 3 is set to 1:1:1:1:3. After comparing each 4-bit 

sequence, the result of 32-bit sequence is determined by MIFG AND gate chain including 2-input MIFG AND gate and 4-

input MIFG AND gate as also shown in Figure 3. The final output is decided by both the non-calibrated data and the 

correct data. Figure 4 shows the implementation of a single calibration block. It is similar to the circuit shown in Figure 

2.b. Data without calibration connects a single coupling capacitor. Data with calibration connects the rest of two coupling 

capacitors. Thus, the weight of data with calibration is larger than that of data without calibration. In this configuration of 

coupling capacitors, the data with calibration will replace the non-calibrated data. This stage not only can output correct 

data but can improve also the signal integrity of the proposed ALU’s output. 

MUX is necessary in ALU and can be designed by the transmission gate (TG) array or logic gates. In this work, we use 

PT-MIFG logic to design TG array. The proposed TG is shown in Figure 5. Each node on floating gates can be connected 

with an inverter to change the enable logic for ALU decoding. Since ALU design has 16 operations so that normally there 

are four CMOS TGs required for decoding each path. Using the proposed design, the only one TG implements decoding 

in each path to reduce process latency. 

3 ALU DESIGN 

3.1 System overview  

Figure 6.a shows the block diagram of the proposed ALU. In feedforward path, 32-bit input is processed in parallel 

operation blocks in feedforward stage 1. After this stage, the MUX array selects the operation in feedforward stage 2. The 

output from the feedforward stage 2 is then calibrated by the feedforward stage 3 to obtain final result. The unwanted error 

is detected through the feedback loop with the aid of both input data and instruction code. Table 1 summarizes operations 

Table I 

OPERATION SUMMARY 

Operation Instruction code Operation Instruction code 

INV 0000 Left rotation 1000 

BUF 0001 Right rotation 1001 

NAND 0010 Left shift 1010 

AND 0011 Right shift 1011 

NOR 0100 Addition 1100 

OR 0101 Subtraction 1101 

XOR 0110 Sequence comparison 1110 

XNOR 0111 Reset 1111 
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with the corresponding instruction codes. 

In feedforward stage 1, neuron-like cells shown in Figures 2 and 3 are used. Note that each cell for operating Boolean 

logic in this work performs at least one logic. MUX is implemented by PT-MIFG logic based TG as shown in Figure 5. As 

stated earlier, the proposed TG can decode faster than the conventional one with four cascading TGs. The calibration cell 

shown in Figure 4 builds the feedforward stage 3 to achieve error recovery with the support of the feedback loop. 

a) 
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Figure 6.  Proposed ALU: a) Block diagram. b) Feedback loop for error detection. 
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3.2 Feedback loop 

The feedback loop in the proposed design works for error detection. The current error detection mainly uses lookup table 

(LUT), delay-aware counter and digital comparison in checkpoint [25-27]. The described methods can reliably calibrate 

error at the overhead of the chip area, computation latency and power dissipation. 

Figure 6.b shows the block diagram of the feedback loop, which implements the error detection. This stage has two 

parts including calibration library and decider as follows. For eight Boolean logic operations, two arithmetic operations 

and reset operation, we use truth table to guide the calibration. The correct data is obtained through the connection to 

either the power supply or ground. The calibration decider used for these operations is built by two TGs using PT-MIFG 

logic. The first TG is controlled by the input data to enable desired result going to the next TG. The second TG is 

controlled by the instruction code directly to judge which operation should be activated. Taking AND operation with the 

input of 01 as an example, the input of the first PT-MIFG logic based TG in the calibration decider connects to ground as 

the correct result, and its controlled nodes are enabled by 01 to let the data go through. The controlled nodes in the second 

TG in the calibration decider are connected to the instruction code, 0011. Thus, under this principle, the correct output, 

low logic, can be uniquely transferred to the feedforward stage 3 for calibration. For the operations of shift and rotation, 

the calibration library can be implemented by the XNOR array. Each XNOR gate in this array is an input by the non-

calibrated data and an original input data used as the correct output after shift or rotation with the specific direction. If the 

output of XNOR is logic high, it means that the result without calibration is correct. Otherwise, it means that the error 

happens during shift or rotation. The output of the XNOR will control a normal TG with the input of the correct result 

routed from the original input. Once this normal TG is switched-on, the data will go to the calibration decider, which is a 

TG with floating gates controlled by the instruction code. As an example, considering the left rotation operation with the 

input of all logic low, if a logic high obtained before calibration, the XNOR will be logic low in the calibration library and 

thus the correct result will finally go to the feedforward stage 3 through the calibration decider enabled by the instruction 

code, 1000. For sequence comparison, introduced XOR and AND chain used as the calibration library is to achieve bit-

wise comparison to obtain the correct result. It is connected to the calibration decider, a PT-MIFG logic based TG 

controlled by the instruction code to judge if the calibrated data go through or not. Essentially, the calibration of this 

operation is to recalculate the result, which may go to the feedforward stage 3 if this operation is enabled by the 

instruction code. 
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4 RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Logic cell 

Figure 7 shows the transient simulations of all proposed cells. We observe that all basic functions can be correctly 

implemented using MIFG logic. Note that for the proposed MIFG logic gates, all transistors in them require proper aspect 

ratio, W/L in order to obtain correct surface potential evaluating the desired output. W and L are channel width and length 

of transistors. Channel lengths of all transistors in the proposed MIFG logic are uniformly set as 3λ, where λ is 90nm 

which is the unit length of layout design restricted by TSMC 180nm CMOS. Wp and Wn
 are the widths of p-type transistors 

and n-type transistors in any logic gate, respectively. For INV/BUF, Wp/Wn of the first stage with floating gates is set to 

9λ/3λ. For NAND/AND/NOR/OR, Wp/Wn of the first stage with floating gates is set to 12λ/3λ. For XOR/XNOR, Wp/Wn of 

the first stage with floating gates is set to 13.5λ/3λ. For the carry-out block in the full adder, Wp/Wn of the first stage with 

floating gates is set to 6λ/3λ. For the sum block in the full adder, Wp/Wn of the first stage with floating gates is set to 

16.5λ/3λ. For above logic gates, Wp/Wn of the second stage (a static inverter) is set to 9λ/3λ. For a TG with coupling 

capacitors, Wp/Wn of the two transistors is set to 12λ/6λ. With described transistor dimension, the noise margins of all cells 

have been set to avoid logic errors due to multiple states on the channels of transistors. For static logic provided by TSMC 

180nm standard library, channel lengths of all transistors are 2λ. Wp/Wn of all logic gates are 10λ /6λ. Table 2 lists the 

comparison of static logic and the proposed logic cells using MIFGs. We can see that for simple Boolean logic, the delay 

of MIFG logic is slightly larger than that of static logic. However, MIFG logic consumes less power than the static logic 

since the multiple coupling can mitigate the power consumed by the dynamic current during logic switching, and coupling 

capacitors does not consume power. For complex logic including XOR/XNOR, and unit full adder, PT-MIFG logic are 

used without cascade topology. Thus, these blocks work faster than the gates built by static logic. For the transmission 

gate designed in PT-MIFG logic, the performance of the proposed one is slightly improved from the view of both power 

dissipation and delay. The static power dissipation due to leakage current in transistors is also listed as the data within 

brackets in Table 2. Simulation is done in TSMC 180nm technology with 1.8V supply and 0.1fF load. All results of static 

logic gates use TSMC 180nm standard library. The power dissipation contributed by the leakage current in static logic 

ranges from 0.64% to 2.13% of the total power dissipation. The power dissipation contributed by the leakage current in 

MIFG logic varies from 3.7% to 13.3% of the total power dissipation. Thus, the static power dissipation in MIFG logic is 

more dominant than that in static logic due to large leakage current in MIFG logic with various surface potentials. From 

the point of view of area, the ALU in MIFG logic consumes relatively large area than in static logic due 
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to coupling capacitors. In essence, the proposed cells using MIFGs are more energy-efficient and behave better in 

complex logic considering both the speed and power dissipation at the cost of static power dissipation and area than the 

traditional static logic gates. 

4.2 Entire system 

Figure 8 shows layout of the proposed 32-bit ALU in TSMC 180nm CMOS. The chip area is 7.5mm2 with 69 input ports, 

33 output ports, a voltage supply port, and a ground port. Feedforward path and feedback loop occupy 3.3mm2 and 

2.2mm2, respectively. Four metal layers are used for interconnections. The most part of the chip is occupied by the 

coupling capacitors to implement MIFGs. 

 We first focus on the proposed calibration method. Figure 9 shows the result in which logic low should be the correct 

result and logic high should be the incorrect pulse. We used three operations, NAND, left rotation and digital sequence 

comparison, corresponding to three methods in calibration library of Figure 6.b in this simulation. We observe that 

unwanted spike can be well detected and calibrated by the proposed method. The calibrated times are 0.072ns, 0.067ns 

and 0.108ns corresponding to NAND, left rotation and digital sequence comparison, respectively. 

                        a)                                                    b)                                                      c) 

   

                       d)                                                     e)                                                       f) 

   

Figure 7. Transient simulations of the MIFG logic based cells: a) INV and BUF. b) NAND and AND. 

c) NOR and OR. d) XOR and XNOR. e) Full adder. f) Transmission gate with 2, 3 and 4 coupling 

capacitors per transistor. 
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The second part of simulations focuses on power issue. Figure 10.a exhibits the power dissipation of each operation and 

its average value of the proposed ALU built by both MIFG logic and CMOS static logic for operation at 1GHz with 

random input data flow. For the static logic based simulation, we use the same schematic design, in which all MIFG logic 

are replaced by static logic. The proposed ALU built by MIFG logic dissipates less energy than that designed in static 

logic, especially for addition, subtraction and sequence comparison. This reduction in power dissipation is due to the short 

circuit current suppressed by the multiple coupling capacitances of MIFGs in the design. Figure 10.a also shows the 

penalty in power dissipation when the error occurs. It can be seen that when complex operations including addition, 

subtraction and sequence comparison have the error, the power dissipation increases the most since the blocks of error 

detection used for these three operations are more complex than that used for the rest of operations. Averaging all 

operations, the power growth rate due to calibration in static logic and MIFG logic is 23.2% and 19.6%, respectively. 

Figure 10.b exhibits the power dissipation with the variation of frequency of four types of ALUs. It shows the overhead of 

power dissipation due to the proposed feedback loop and the power comparison of the proposed ALU designed in MIFG 

Table II 

COMPARISON OF STATIC LOGIC AND PROPOSED NEURON-LIKE CELLS USING MIFG LOGIC 

Performance Delay (ps) 
Power Dissipation@1GHz 

(nW)* 
Area (μm2) 

 Static Logic MIFG Logic Static Logic MIFG Logic Static Logic MIFG Logic 

INV 15 21 
2.002 

(0.0161) 

0.944 

(0.0634) 
7.9 105.5 

BUFFER 63 64 
3.896 

(0.0335) 

1.899 

(0.0702) 
11.8 105.5 

NAND 23 28 
3.881 

(0.0283) 

1.313 

(0.1359) 
11.8 167.8 

AND 65 70 
4.825 

(0.0452) 

1.845 

(0.0813) 
19.7 167.8 

NOR 47 68 
4.619 

(0.0297) 

1.148 

(0.1523) 
11.8 167.8 

OR 88 92 
5.808 

(0.0462) 

2.044 

(0.0919) 
15.7 167.8 

XOR 94 46 
6.833 

(0.0738) 

2.092 

(0.2402) 
27.6 1339.5 

XNOR 124 99 
7.487 

(0.0681) 

2.977 

(0.1821) 
23.6 1339.5 

FA 658 216 
11.393 

(0.2425) 

4.809 

(0.4253) 
339.1 2919.9 

TG 37 36 
0.723 

(0.0092) 

0.698 

(0.0792) 
13.6 537.4 

*Data without brackets is the total power dissipation. 
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logic and static logic. The power dissipations in the proposed ALU built in MIFG logic are 0.0394W and 0.207W at 

0.5GHz and 2GHz frequency, respectively. Compared to the proposed ALU designed in traditional static logic, the 

average reduced rate of power dissipation corresponding to MIFG logic is 19%. If the proposed feedback loop is 

cancelled, the average reduced rate of power dissipation due to different logic types is 13.6%. Considering the same logic 

type, the average reduced rate of power dissipation due to the cancellation of the feedback loop is 24.4% and 32.7% 

corresponding to MIFG logic and static logic, respectively. Thus, the ALU designed by MIFG logic is much more energy 

efficient than that by static logic and the proposed feedback loop does not bring large overhead to power dissipation. 

Figure 10.c shows the overhead of computation delay due to the feedback loop. For most operations, additional delay due 

to error detection and calibration is below 100ps. The error contributes the largest delay for the operations of addition, 

subtraction and sequence comparison. Especially in sequence comparison, the additional delay almost reaches to 200ps. 

Since the detection block used for this operation requires logic chain as described in the last section, the average delay is 

100.3ps. We also looked into the relationship between load capacitor and computation delay. In most cases, an ALU is not 

Feedback LoopFeedback Loop

Feedforward 
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3
.3

m
m
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Figure 8. Full layout view of the proposed ALU. 
 

 
Figure 9. Transient simulation of error (logic high) corresponding to three calibration methods 

shown in the calibration library of Figure 6.b. 
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fabricated into a single chip but connects to other large blocks to form a bigger chip, such as the CPU and GPU. Therefore, 

the drive-in capability of the output port in the ALU is important. We have simulated the computation delay with the 

variation of load capacitor of four types of ALUs as shown in Figure 10.d. The most impressive feature from Figure 10.d 

is that the MIFG logic based ALU is insensitive to an external load. The computation delay in the proposed ALU built in 

MIFG logic is less than 10ns when the output is loaded by the 10fF capacitor. Compared to the proposed ALU designed 

by traditional static logic, the average reduced rate of delay corresponding to MIFG logic is 67.2%. If the proposed 

feedback loop is cancelled, this average reduced rate of delay due to different logic types is 66.3%. Considering the same 

logic type, the average reduced rate of latency due to the cancellation of the feedback loop is 6.1% and 9% corresponding 

to MIFG logic and static logic, respectively. In essence, the proposed design could work well if the ALU is a sub-module 

embedded in a VLSI chip with a large fan-out. The computation delay is not sensitive to the introduced feedback loop, 

                                      a)                                                                               b)   

 
                                    c)                                                                              d)   

 
Figure 10. Simulation results: a) Power dissipation of each operation and average value. b) Power 

dissipation dependence on frequency. c) Delay due to feedback loop. d) Delay dependence on load 

capacitor. 
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especially in 

the design using MIFG logic. 

We also implement the scalability study considering area, power and delay for our design. Two metrics are used in this 

study. The first metric is power-delay product (PDP) and the second one is power-delay-area product (PDAP). The unit 

capacitor used in our ALU design is 50fF. Figure 11.a and Figure 11.b show the performance with the variation of unit 

capacitor from 10fF to 200fF. We see that larger unit capacitor used in our design will decrease PDP. PDPs corresponding 

to 10fF and 200fF used as the unit capacitor are 1.69×10-9W*s and 1.26×10-9W*s, respectively. The increased in PDP can 

be explained by the fact that strong coupling due to floating gates can reduce the glitch current during logic transfer. Thus, 

both delay and power dissipation due to the short current existed in logic transfer are reduced. However, the PDP variation 

from 100fF to 200fF in Figure 11.a shows that the benefit from larger floating gate is not as large as the variation from 

10fF to 100fF. Besides, from Figure 11.b, it is concluded that larger floating gates used in our design does increase the 

overhead of area. For the case of 200fF used as the unit capacitor, PDAP can reach to 1.45×10-13W*s*m2. Since the ALU 

design in our work is a digital circuit, it can be operated under lower supplied voltage at the cost of larger delay. Figure 

11.c and Figure 11.d show the simulation results of the ALU performance with voltage scaling. We notice that 

                                                                a)                                                          b)      

 

                                                                c)                                                          d)      

 

Figure 11. Scalability study: a) PDP depending on applied unit capacitor as floating gates. b) PDAP 

depending on applied unit capacitor as floating gates. c) Power dissipation depending on the 

reduction of supplied power. d) PDP depending on the reduction of supplied power. All simulations 

are performed at 1GHz. 
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power supply is 1.4V, power dissipation obtains the minimum value, 0.172W. If the proposed ALU under lower power 

supplied, more imperfect charge and discharge cannot meet the noise margins of logic gates. Thus, both short current and 

power dissipation will increase corresponding to 1.2V used as the supplied voltage.  For PDP, the overhead of computing 

delay due to the reduced power supply is always dominant compared to the overhead of power dissipation due to the 

increased power supply voltage. Thus, considering both power and delay, 1.8V power supply is the best choice for the 

proposed design. The PDPs are 1.72×10-9W*s and 1.38×10-9W*s corresponding to the ALU powered by by 1.2V and 

1.8V, respectively. Besides, reduced supplied power leads to more errors occurring at high frequency. 

Even through the proposed design uses all digital blocks, we have used floating gates also. Therefore, the sensitivity 

study is necessary. Our sensitivity study will consider the variations of process, voltage and temperature   (PVT) and input 

noise. For process issue, we focus on both the corner of transistor and device mismatch. To evaluate the performance of 

these variations, we use error rate as the metric. For device mismatch, we use Monte Carlo method. The mismatch values 

of all devices including transistors and capacitors used in floating gates are set within ±20% distribution. The corner cases 

include TTTT, SSHL, SFHL, FSHL, SSHH, SFHH, FSHH and FFLH. Four letters from left to right in these cases 

represent the variations of n-type MOSFET, p-type MOSFET, temperature and voltage supply, respectively. S and F 

located in the first two letters are slow and fast MOSFETs, respectively. T located in the first two letter represents typical 

MOSFETs provided by the foundry. We use 3σ method to calculate the variable threshold voltage to define S and F for 

MOSFETs [28, 29]. H and L appeared in the third letter represent 340K and 270K, respectively. H and L appeared in the 

last letter represent 1.9V and 1.7V, respectively. T located in the last two letter represents default temperature in SPICE 

 

Figure 12.  Sensitivity Study: error rate with PVT variation and introduced noise. 
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simulation, 300K, or standard supply power, 1.8V. For input noise, it follows Gaussian distribution which is represented 

by Vin_noise=Vin_ideal×(1+N(0,σ2)). We set σ2 as 0.22V and Vin_ideal as 0V or 1.8V corresponding to perfect logic low or high. 

Based on above configuration, Figure 12 shows the simulation results. We see that error rates in the corners of FFLH, 

SFHL and SFHH are lower than other corners. This fits the theory that the pair of the fast-PMOS and slow-NMOS or the 

pair of fast-PMOS and fast-NMOS is the best corner for digital operation. Under 1GHz operation, for the performance 

influence due to both input noise and device mismatch, we observe that error rates in the corners of SSHL, FSHL, SSHH 

are increased mostly than other corners. Under 2GHz operation, the error rates in the corners of FSHL and FSHH are 

increased mostly than other corners considering input noise and device mismatch. With the increased in frequency, the 

error rate in the corner of SSHL is increased mostly compared to other corners. The largest error rate is 8.6% 

corresponding to the corner of FSHH with both input noise and device mismatch. 

Comparing to other work of MIFG MOSFET based ALU [30-38], in our work, both the number of functions and bit 

length of our work are more than that in previous work. From the point of view of structure, the proposed design has 

introduced a feedback loop which can calibrate an unwanted error. Besides, the design of logic cells in our work is simple 

in comparison to previous work. In [30], the design of full adder still used the cascade logic chain which is penalty to both 

latency and area. In [31], the grouped cell using MIFGs can achieve multi-function and so cancel the stage of MUX array. 

However, this design strategy is not suitable when the number of required functions is increasing since FPDs of all 

functions cannot be always the same.  Work in [32, 33] proposed two analog-neuron-cells using floating gates working for 

signal amplification and neural network, respectively. These two floating gate based designs have very small signal swing 

connecting to floating gate so that the surface potential is more sensitive to external variations of coupling capacitors and 

input noise than our digital design. In [34], floating gates are applied to digital I/O block to increase the work efficiency of 

data transmission at the overhead of area which is the same as our design. Designs in [35-37] use floating gates to 

implement programmable array. The essence of these three work is to use the array of floating gate based logic gates to 

accelerate computing. Thus, compared to our design, the reported work requires additional decoder to select which 

operation should be enabled like the work flow in normal FPGAs. The design in [38] is novel since it used transistors with 

floating gates operating in weak inversion to build an integrator. Thus, this design of the integrator saves much power than 

that other normal integrators in which all transistors operate in saturation. However, due to weak inversion is applied to all 

transistors with floating gates, both input and output swings are smaller than normal designs. 
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5 CONCLUSION 

We have proposed a 32-bit ALU. The essence of this design is to use MIFG logic to build neuron-like cells as the logic 

gates and use a feedback loop to detect error. The post-layout simulation shows that the proposed design is energy-

efficient, fast-computing and insensitive to load capacitor compared to the one built in traditional static logic. 

Implementation of floating gates with high capacitance per unit area is required to save the block area though the overhead 

of area due to applied floating gates is large.  Besides, the overhead of power dissipation due to our calibration feedback 

loop is large. However, the circuit optimization of this block to reduce the power dissipation is necessary. Design can be 

improved to compensate for PVT variation effects  for implementation in advanced CMOS processes and is suggested for 

future work. 
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